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auroral Characteristic of the dawn.
A dim auroral glow.

bask Be exposed.
The seals came ashore to breed and to bask.

beam
An oscillating shaft which transmits the vertical piston movement of a
beam engine to the crank or pump.
The watertight skin and deck were put on over this framework of ribs
and beams.

bright
Made smooth and bright by or as if by rubbing reflecting a sheen or
glow.
The rooms are bright and spacious.

brilliance
A light within the field of vision that is brighter than the brightness to
which the eyes are adapted.
He s played the stock market with great brilliance.

brilliantly In an exceptionally clever or talented way.
At night the town was brilliantly lit.

flash A newsflash.
On my way back to work I was flashed at by some weirdo.

gleam (of a smooth surface or object) reflect light because well polished.
A terrible thought gleamed in her mind.

glimmer A faint sign of a feeling or quality, especially a desirable one.
There is one glimmer of hope for Becky.

glint A spatially localized brightness.
His eyes glinted angrily.

glisten (of something wet or greasy) shine with a sparkling light.
There was a glisten of perspiration across her top lip.

glitter Be shiny, as if wet.
Sneakers trimmed with sequins and glitter.
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glow The phenomenon of light emission by a body as its temperature is raised.
A glow of regret.

illuminate
Make free from confusion or ambiguity; make clear.
Placing the events of the 1930s in a broader historical context helps to
illuminate their significance.

illumination
A condition of spiritual awareness divine illumination.
These books form the most sustained analysis and illumination of the
subject.

illumine Make lighter or brighter.
He moved her lamp so that her face was illumined.

infrared Of equipment or techniques using or concerned with infrared radiation.
They could sense radiation in the infrared.

lamp Hunt at night using lamps especially for rabbits.
Poachers snared and lamped at night and sold their catch in the pubs.

lucent Glowing with or giving off light.
The lucent moon.

luminosity The rate of emission of radiation, visible or otherwise.
Its luminosity is measured relative to that of our sun.

phosphorescent
Emitting light without appreciable heat as by slow oxidation of
phosphorous.
The phosphorescent glow of decaying wood.

radiant
Of an appliance designed to emit radiant energy especially for cooking or
heating.
Don t assume that you should stare toward the radiant to see the most
meteors.

radiation The energy transmitted by radiation.
Ultraviolet and infrared radiations.

ray Emit as rays.
Ultraviolet rays.

shine Make a surface shine.
His shoes were shined to perfection.

sparkle Become bubbly or frothy or foaming.
After a glass of wine she began to sparkle.

spectroscopy
The branch of science concerned with the investigation and
measurement of spectra produced when matter interacts with or emits
electromagnetic radiation.

sunlight The rays of the sun.
A shaft of sunlight.
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sunshine
Direct sunlight unbroken by cloud, especially over a comparatively large
area.
We walked in the warm sunshine.

ultraviolet
Of equipment or techniques using or concerned with ultraviolet
radiation.
An ultraviolet lamp.


